Control of Electronic Structures and Phonon Dynamics in Quantum Dot Superlattices by Manipulation of Interior Nanospace.
Quantum dot (QD) superlattices, periodically ordered array structures of QDs, are expected to provide novel photo-optical functions due to their resonant couplings between adjacent QDs. Here, we computationally demonstrated that electronic structures and phonon dynamics of a QD superlattice can be effectively and selectively controlled by manipulating its interior nanospace, where quantum resonance between neighboring QDs appears, rather than by changing component QD size, shape, compositions, etc. A simple H-passivated Si QD was examined to constitute one-, two-, and three-dimensional QD superlattices, and thermally fluctuating band energies and phonon modes were simulated by finite-temperature ab initio molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. The QD superlattice exhibited a decrease in the band gap energy enhanced by thermal modulations and also exhibited selective extraction of charge carriers out of the component QD, indicating its advantage as a promising platform for implementation in solar cells. Our dynamical phonon analyses based on the ab initio MD simulations revealed that THz-frequency phonon modes were created by an inter-QD crystalline lattice formed in the QD superlattice, which can contribute to low energy thermoelectric conversion and will be useful for direct observation of the dimension-dependent superlattice. Further, we found that crystalline and ligand-originated phonon modes inside each component QD can be independently controlled by asymmetry of the superlattice and by restriction of the interior nanospace, respectively. Taking into account the thermal effects at the finite temperature, we proposed guiding principles for designing efficient and space-saving QD superlattices to develop functional photovoltaic and thermoelectric devices.